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Definition: Hybrid Email Service Provider (ESP) –Hybrid ESPs enable all audience creation and data-

driven decisions to be made where the company’s data already lives, while a cloud-based infrastructure 

does all of the real time email marketing message assembly and sending. This approach provides an 

innovative solution that removes the need for marketers to upload and replicate their data in the cloud 

as is the case with traditional full Software as a Service (SaaS)/Cloud ESPs. Hybrid ESPs are generally the 

best solution for large email marketers that have invested in putting their CRM or Marketing Database 

On-Premises or in a private cloud. 

 

Executive Overview 
The primary drivers of Hybrid ESP adoption are to take an email program from being “good enough” to 

being great. Global brands with high data complexity, marketing sophistication, and the need to send 

precise, individualized messages at scale are ideal candidates for Hybrid ESP deployments. Marketers 

using Hybrid ESPs utilize more data and real-time information and do so with fewer human resources. 

Hybrid ESP deployments deliver higher revenue and business results than SaaS/Cloud ESP deployments. 

 
 

Hybrid ESP Implementations Address Security, Data Flexibility and Scale 
The Hybrid ESP is an ideal solution for marketers that have outgrown the capabilities of SaaS/Cloud 

ESPs. Most marketers are frustrated by data limitations and the complex user interfaces that inhibit 

usability of these cloud services. In addition, many marketers require more technical resources to get 

email marketing campaigns out the door. We will explore those challenges and opportunities in the 

coming pages. But first it is necessary to understand the disruptive new ESP model that Hybrid ESPs 

present (Figure 1). This deployment approach benefits from the best of both worlds, fully leveraging 

existing database investments with the scale of the cloud: 

● Data: Utilize on-premises or private cloud marketing databases. This includes all data that sits 

behind the corporate firewall. Leverage these legacy investments and tools that the marketing 

team is already familiar with. 

● One Source of Truth: With a Hybrid ESP there is no need to replicate data as is required with a 

SaaS ESP solution, which improves productivity, usability, time to market, and accuracy.  There 

is no longer a need to sync data files or deal with data anomalies that often develop when data 

is replicated. 

● Security: The data never goes beyond the corporate firewall and since it is not replicated there 

is no need to worry about it sitting in a partner’s cloud infrastructure. 

● Integration: The data is mapped to a cloud infrastructure and provides the typical ESP benefits 

of integrating partner or data enhancement solutions to further optimize and improve 

relevance. 

● Scale: Messages are sent using the cloud, which offers a new economy of scale, which is 

disruptive to traditional ESP models as Hybrid ESP providers don’t have the legacy overhead.  
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Figure 1. – Understanding the Hybrid ESP Infrastructure 

 

Source: The Relevancy Group, 5/17 

 

Sophistication, Data Complexity, and Scale Drive Hybrid ESP Adoption 

Email marketers that want to do things that seem impossible or that wish to utilize the overwhelming 

amount of customer data that they possess should consider a Hybrid ESP. We find that data complexity, 

marketing sophistication, and sending at scale to take email programs from “good enough” to “great” 

are the primary drivers to Hybrid ESP adoption (Figure 2).  

● Data Complexity: Ideal for marketers that have multiple customer or marketing databases that, 

because of complexity or corporate mandate, cannot be replicated in a traditional SaaS ESP.  

This includes organizations that are sensitive to security or have their own privacy policies, 

which prohibit sharing customer data with external SaaS or cloud base partners. In most 

SaaS/Cloud Marketing Solutions, the vendor often puts the risk on the marketer and will not 

adapt such contracts. These contract frustrations are also driving Hybrid ESP adoption. 

● Marketing Sophistication: Marketers seeking to utilize real-time data or partner applications, 

such as Machine Learning and Personalization Artificial Intelligence (PAI) are well suited to 

adopt a Hybrid ESP. The Relevancy Group survey data proves that those utilizing Hybrid ESPs are 

more sophisticated. Eighty-one percent of Hybrid ESP marketers utilize real-time data as 

compared to 76 percent of those utilizing a SaaS ESP. Hybrid ESP marketers are more likely to 

utilize packaged Machine Learning PAI solutions such as OneSpot or Certona. Seventy-six 

percent of Hybrid ESPs are utilizing PAI, as compared to 69 percent of SaaS ESPs or 53 percent 

that utilize PAI built into their marketing cloud. 

● Sending at Scale: Marketers that are sending tens of millions of email messages a month are 

ideal candidates for a Hybrid ESP solution. Hybrid ESP marketers send 38 million messages a 

month as compared to SaaS ESP users that send 37 million a month. 
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Figure 2 – Hybrid ESP Adoption Drivers 

 

Source: The Relevancy Group, 5/17 

Commercial Cloud Solutions Dominate Yet Hybrid Solutions Gain Popularity with Enterprises  

For decades, the Commercial Cloud, otherwise known as SaaS/Hosted ESP solutions, have dominated 

the email marketing landscape, in part because they were the only reasonable option for most 

organizations. This is true particularly of mid-market companies (with fewer than 1,000 employees, 

markets in the U.S.), of which 64 percent utilize such a solution (Figure 3). Hybrid ESPs present a 

relatively new concept, an innovation that presented itself approximately six years ago. Since then, 

adoption has increased to 18 percent of the marketers surveyed and 23 percent of enterprise marketers 

(more than 1,000 employees, markets internationally). The Relevancy Group survey also finds that 

industries sensitive to data replication, privacy, and security are more likely to utilize Hybrid ESP 

solutions. Twenty-three percent of Financial Services organizations have implanted Hybrid ESP solutions. 

Figure 3 – Technology Used for Email Marketing 

 
Question: What technology do you primarily use to manage your email marketing? (Select All) 

Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey n=350 3/17, U.S. Only 
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Data Management Limitations Challenge the Usefulness of SaaS/Cloud ESP Solutions 

While SaaS/Cloud adoption is high, marketers are challenged to make the most of these solutions, 

optimize their campaigns, and deliver a relevant email marketing customer experience. These challenges 

are based on a technology model that was developed in the last century. While innovation for 

SaaS/Cloud ESPs has persisted, in 2017 marketers cite the following familiar challenges: 
 

● Data Integration: Forty-three percent of marketers state that getting new sources of data into 

the application is difficult. Progress requires utilizing new data sources and such utilization 

should not be an impediment to advancing email marketing programs. 

● Time: Thirty-seven percent of marketers cite the most precious resource: time. The time it takes 

to get data in and out of their SaaS/Cloud ESP is the biggest challenge. Hybrid ESPs remove this 

challenge as they tap directly into existing data stores with no need transfer data. 

● Data Limits and Formatting: Thirty-five percent of those surveyed cite frustrations with the 

amount of data that can be utilized and also cite issues with reformatting requirements when 

data is used.  

● Technical Services and Resources: Just over a third (33 percent) of marketers cite the need for IT 

and other labor to get involved to utilize the SaaS/Cloud ESP application. 

● Experience Matters: Marketers cite poor service and other elements that challenge their 

SaaS/Cloud utilization (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4 – Challenges Working with SaaS/Cloud ESPs 

 

Question: What challenges prevent you from adopting machine learning/artificial intelligence personalization in your website 

and/or email marketing? (Select All) Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey n=350 3/17, US Only. 
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Security Concerns Prevent SaaS/Cloud ESP Marketers from Utilizing Relevant Data 

Consumers foil the plans of marketers that fail to deliver relevant content. The Relevancy Group has 

long documented these behaviors, most recently in “Handle with Care – Consumer Marketing 

Behaviors.”  When asked, what is preventing you from utilizing all of your relevant customer data in your 

email marketing programs? The Relevancy Group marketer respondents stated the following (Figure 5): 

 

● Security: Sixty-three percent of those marketers utilizing a SaaS/Cloud ESP state that security 

concerns of sending data to their vendor prevents them from delivering a more relevant email 

marketing customer experience  

● Privacy: Handcuffed by their own corporate mandate or SaaS/Cloud ESP contract rhetoric, 44 

percent of marketers state that these internal regulations prevent them from being more 

relevant 

● Resources: From having to involve IT or not having enough human resources, as many as 43 

percent of SaaS/Cloud ESP marketers cite resources as a roadblock to delivering email relevance 

● Integration: SaaS/Cloud ESP marketers continue to lament the ability to integrate data, utilize 

internal systems and the time it takes to move data from their data stores to those of their 

SaaS/Cloud ESP.  Such challenges document the hidden costs of SaaS/Cloud ESP deployments, 

because time and resources are often wasted to perfect the notion of relevance within these 

systems.   

 

While SaaS/Cloud ESP solutions are appropriate for many, those marketers that are seeking more 

sophisticated data utilization should look at Hybrid ESP offerings to drive relevance. After all, what is the 

point of collecting customer data if it cannot be used to optimize the customer experience? 

 

Figure 5 – Hurdles to Utilizing Data in Email Marketing with SaaS/Cloud ESP Solutions 

 
Question: What is preventing you from utilizing all of your relevant customer data in your email marketing programs?  (Select 

All)  Base: Those 100% utilizing SaaS ESP Solutions. Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey n=205 3/17, U.S. Only.   
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Marketers Using Hybrid ESPs Utilize More Data with Fewer Human Resources 

Hybrid ESP users are getting more done with less. When surveyed by The Relevancy Group, we found 

that marketers utilizing Hybrid ESPs are embracing more data sources to drive relevance and doing so 

with fewer human labor resources (Figure 6). On an annual basis, a headcount reduction can equal 

approximately $75,000 in savings and the increased customer data usage improves relevance. 

 
 

Figure 6 – Data and Labor Comparison, Hybrid ESP and SaaS ESP 

 

 
 

 
Question: How many data sources do you utilize in your email marketing program? (Select One), How many people are in your 

company whose primary function is email marketing? (Select One), What technology do you primarily use to manage your 

email marketing? (Select All)  Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey n=350 3/17, U.S. Only.  

 

 

Marketers Using Hybrid ESP Solutions Utilize More Real-Time, CRM, and Sales Data 

In marketing it has been said that the best predictor of future behavior is past behavior. For marketers 

embracing real-time data, that past behavior is now seconds, minutes, or hours old, raising the bar for 

the outcome of prediction and relevant targeting. When asked in a Relevancy Group January 2017 

survey of 500 email marketers about their 2017 priorities, the top two responses were “improving 

segmentation and targeting” and “utilizing real-time data.” The Relevancy Group has proven that the 

adoption of these tactics improves business results and revenue. It stands to reason that Hybrid ESP 

users that have more direct access to not only their data but also real-time sources utilize more data 

than their SaaS/Cloud based peers (Figure 7).  Some notable findings: 

 

● Real-time Data: Hybrid ESP marketers use more real-time data, indicating that it is easier to 

integrate such sources in a Hybrid environment than SaaS/Cloud ESPs.   

● CRM and Sales Data: Since Hybrid ESPs tap directly into existing On-Premises databases it is no 

surprise that more of these marketers utilize CRM and lead scoring data than their SaaS/Cloud 

ESP peers.   
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Figure 7 – Data Utilization by Solution Type 

 
Email Marketers Utilizing Hybrid ESPs Generate More Revenue Than SaaS ESP Users 

Marketers utilizing Hybrid ESPs benefit not only from labor efficiencies, but also enjoy better business 

results. When asked about how much revenue email marketing accounts for their overall company 

revenue, Hybrid ESP marketers reported it at 25 percent of revenue, as compared to SaaS/Cloud ESP 

users that reported 23 percent of revenue. After investigating all email marketing KPIs (Key Performance 

Indicators), Hybrid ESP marketers have better results manifesting in higher monthly revenue (Figure 8). 

Based on actual monthly email send volume, deliverability, open, click-through, conversion rates 

multiplied against the reported average order volume those utilizing Hybrid ESPs had monthly revenues 

that were 27 percent higher than those utilizing SaaS/Cloud ESPs. This equated to just over $1.8 million 

dollars a month in additional revenue for Hybrid ESP users.  These revenue gains result from the 

utilization of more data and mailings that are more targeted and relevant. 

 

Figure 8 – Monthly Email Marketing Revenue – SaaS/Cloud ESP vs. Hybrid ESP 

 

 

Model: Actual monthly email send volume, deliverability rate, open rate, click-through rate, conversion rate, average order 

volume. Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey n=350 3/17, US Only.   
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